DNS Belgium has the best website of 2019

Tuesday, 10 December 2019 – The registry for .be, .brussels and .vlaanderen wins best website award at the annual FeWeb Excellence Awards.

At the FeWeb Excellence Awards the most high-performance digital projects of Belgian origin are singled out for recognition of excellence. DNS Belgium has the most high-performance and accessible website and can consequently call itself “Website of the Year” for a year – and rightly so, according to panel member Roel Van Gils: “DNS Belgium is the only entry which meets strictly WCAG 2.1 Level A requirements, bears the Anysurfer label and has an excellent accessibility statement. The panel took due note.”

DNS Belgium is responsible for the management of .be, .vlaanderen and .brussels domain names. One of its objectives is to promote the use of the internet by making it more accessible to persons with disabilities. “In this respect it is important for us to play a leading role in performance and accessibility also. We are very honoured by this award,” says Philip Du Bois of DNS Belgium.

The DNS Belgium website was developed by the digital firm Wieni, which has won prizes on no fewer than three occasions at the FeWeb Excellence Awards. In addition to the website of the year for DNS Belgium, Wieni also created the best B2C website with catchoftheday.stubru.be and the best B2B campaign with De Stemtest.

The FeWeb Excellence Awards are considered as the reference for digital expertise in web development, e-commerce and digital marketing. The panel evaluated 61 entries in 4 categories: websites, web shops, applications and campaigns. FeWeb brings together more than 500 Belgian digital companies and professionals.

About DNS Belgium

DNS.Belgium is a not-for-profit organisation established in February 1999 by ISPA Belgium, Agoria and BELTUG. For more information on DNS Belgium please go to www.dnsbelgium.be.
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About Wieni

Wieni has since 2009 designed and developed applications that stand out in terms of user experience and performance. For more information on Wieni, please go to www.wieni.be
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E: andreas@wieni.be